SUBJECT OF RESOLUTION: Open Agenda

SUBMITTED TO: The Historical Security Council – 1993

The Historical Security Council – 1993,

Shocked by the sudden and unprovoked attack on Bosnian-Muslims,

Alarmed by the escalating violence in Yugoslavia,

Appalled by the brutality of the sieges on Bosnian cities,

1. Requests the strengthened enforcement of the no-fly zone over Bosnia:
   (a) The no-fly zone will only permit United Nations aid missions planes, with the goal of providing humanitarian aid supplies to besieged cities or to support United Nations peacekeeping missions through the provision of aid;
   (b) Srebrenica requests that member states send support to enforce the no-fly zone over Bosnia;
   (i) Authorizes the use of defensive tactics to enforce the no-fly zone, with the goal of protecting humanitarian aid;

2. Requests that the United Nations conduct daily airlifts of critical humanitarian aid to the besieged cities in Yugoslavia:
   (a) The airlifts will only transport and deliver humanitarian aid;
   (i) Aid refers to the provision of food, water, healthcare, and additional infrastructure aid to extend the protections on human security;
   (b) In the besieged cities that do not have the terrain for planes to safely land and take off, the humanitarian aid will be parachuted down to the cities;

3. Authorizes United Nations peacekeepers to utilize defensive force if necessary for providing humanitarian aid;

4. Considers the redeployment of unarmed, non-active peacekeepers or peacekeepers in stable areas to areas near the besieged cities:
   (a) The peacekeepers would foster the development of trust between the warring sides for a truce;
   (b) This is suggested to emulate the success of the previous ceasefire in the region;
   (c) Bosnian cities of deployment will include: Srebrenica, Tuzla, Gorazde, Zepa, and Bihac.

Passed, Yes: 15 / No: 0 / Abstain: 0